FlexEnterprise

Enterprise Network
Connectivity Reimagined
Reliably connect globally distributed locations as if they are across the
hall with Intelsat FlexEnterprise.
An enterprise’s network is key to enabling employees, streamlining
operations, and seizing emerging opportunities. It’s the foundation upon
which modern enterprises build the applications and services that bring
more value to customers and grow their business.
But how will service providers and integrators meet expectations for
consistent, always-available, secure connectivity that enables users
whether they’re at HQ, a home office, or a remote branch?

Stay connected. Stay productive.

Business continuity
across all enterprise
locations

Seamless connection
to IoT and edge
computing

SD-WAN and hybrid
networking for extra
resiliency

Consistent service
regardless of local
connectivity options

That’s where Intelsat FlexEnterprise comes in.

How FlexEnterprise Solves Network Challenges
FlexEnterprise is the service platform delivering speed, coverage, and reliability to companies of
any size with branches near and far. Deliver the performance and flexibility you need to support
emerging application needs and drive new revenue with nimble, scalable solutions.
Challenge:

Challenge:

Solution:

Solution:

Gaps in network coverage
Deliver high-speed connectivity
anywhere cost-effectively,
with speed and agility

Inconsistent connection
Strengthen network access and enhance
SD-WAN solutions for more flexibility
and reliability

Challenge:

Applications need increased capacity

Solution:

Complement existing services
to meet the unique needs of
applications and end-users

FlexEnterprise Works for You. Here’s How:
If you need a way to cost-effectively add
high-throughput satellite connectivity to your
portfolio, and are familiar with satellite management:

If you need a simple solution to fill gaps in a global
network with the benefit of hands-on guidance:

FlexEnterprise gives you control over your offering
with a web-based platform so you can meet
different customer demands and business models
at your discretion

FlexEnterprise gives you new or backup
connectivity virtually anywhere without capacity
commitments

How it works

How it works

• Choose the service region(s) where you’ll
provide service.

• Choose a plan that provides the right mix of
throughput and expected usage.

• Choose the service plan with the right mix of
committed and burstable capacity.

• Assign a plan to each location to meet its
particular needs through the easy-to-use
web portal.

• Create services and packages to meet your
customer needs and business goals through the
comprehensive web portal.
• Deliver services to your customers while the
Intelsat support team manages the satellite and
ground network behind the scenes.

• Deliver services to your customers while the
Intelsat support team manages the satellite and
ground network behind the scenes.

Improve the quality of service and user experience, reduce capital costs, and enable new services and revenue
opportunities through the world’s most nimble, scalable, and resilient global network. Learn how FlexEnterprise
can move your business forward.
See what FlexEnterprise can do for you. To learn more, visit Intelsat.com/FlexEnterprise
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